A Theorem on Minimizing Polynomials. Let f(x) and p(x) be defined on a finite interval (a, b)\ f(x)
Using Markoff's theoremt and (1), we find, for \x -£|<^d,
whence it follows that I n ic>A, since at least one of the intervals (5-ô,Ç), (£,£ + <*) belongs to («,#). Therefore we must take \uik\^Ki (i = 0,1, 2, • • -, n), which proves the existence of a minimizing polynomial. We use the notation 
which is impossible. Case II: Jc = 1. Proceeding as above, we get the impossible inequality (7), unless fi(x)(p 2 {x)^0 for a<:X<^b. Evidently every function of the type
where 
(x), or, what is the same, to <p x (x) and tp(x).
Since xp(x) is a polynomial of degree <n, we conclude:
If there exist two solutions y>±(x), <P2(#)> there exists necessarily a third one <ps(#), which has not more than n roots in (a,b) . We shall prove that the last conclusion leads to a contradiction* Let the zeros of <p s (x) in (a,b) be
We have necessarily m > 0 ; otherwise the function <p{x) = <ps(x)-\-i] with a properly chosen ç gives I n u<M n k>
Consider now two groups of the roots (9) (11) ito -àï, Si + â'i') (i =1,2,.
• -, ro'),
It is evident that for € sufficiently small all maxima points of the curve and all y's are outside Z, and
The numbers e and c%, d'j being fixed, we take <$>0 so small that the set of points
is outside if, and
where If is the maximum of 1110*01 i n (#>&)• Since y s (x) is continuous and has no zeros in
We form now the function The proof is very similar to that given by G. Pólya, loc. cit. We assume, without loss of generality, (20) J pix)dx = 1, replacing, if necessary, pix) by cpix), c>0 being properly chosen. We have evidently, taking k > 1,
, , M n ic -min Ink < E n , E n = max \fix) -T n if)\ for a <, x ^ b.
If a<a<ft<b, and \f(x)-Pnkix)\ attains its minimum in (a, ft) at x = z f then we get, using (21), [Nov.-Dec, yj a p(x)dx n ) a p{x)dx
